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Ignorance is bliss?except in self-awareness. What you have no idea about yourself can harm you as well as your
relationships?and probably even how you make your way in the world. Would you like help determining who you are and
why you're stuck in the same ruts? Additionally, it may maintain you in the shallows with God. Funny and filled with
stories, this book enables you to understand more about each of the Enneagram types, keeping you turning the pages
long after you have read the chapter about yourself. In THE STREET Back Ian Morgan Cron and Suzanne Stabile forge a
distinctive approach?a practical, comprehensive method of accessing Enneagram wisdom and discovering its
connections with Christian spirituality for a deeper knowledge of God and of ourselves. The Enneagram is an ancient
character type program with an uncanny accuracy in describing how human beings are wired, both positively and
negatively. You start with changes you can begin producing today, the wisdom of the Enneagram will help you get on the
street that will take you additional along into who you truly are?leading you into locations of spiritual discovery you
would never have entirely on your personal, and paving the way to the wiser, even more compassionate person you wish
to become.
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The Most Accessible Accounts of the Ennegram I'VE Read, But Lacking in Important Respects Ian Morgan Cron and
Suzanne Stabile's book "THE STREET Back to You" is a highly accessible and clear description of the Enneagram, a
character diagnostic tool that statements all human beings fall in to among nine fundamental types: the challenger,
peacemaker, perfectionist, helper, performer, romantic, investigator, loyalist, and enthusiast. The authors write from a
Christian perspective but its not heavy handed. Cron can be an Episcopal priest and I would label him a Christian
contemplative (I hope that is great with him! I suspect that personality isn't discovered (as this accounts of the
Enneagram claims), however in some cases is manufactured. You can also get insight into the unhealthy aspect of your
personality.Cron and Stabile are winsome and persuasive in their demonstration of the Enneagram. Although I am fairly
secure with my feeling of discernment, this book was an interesting perspective on how best to “sharpen” the way I
watch those I come in contact with everyday. In each chapter, Stabile and Cron outline fundamental characteristics of
every type, permitting the reader to discern their own number predicated on self-knowledge and knowledge. Then, they
clarify how this quantity may experience their globe and how their unique personality can lead them to find a deep
sense of God-given meaning as part of the human family members. Cron and Stabile may be suggesting that the
Enneagram can be a God-given tool, and thus helpful information or "road" for us to rediscover our accurate selves, but
no biblical grounds receive for this claim. I have browse a whole lot of books on the Enneagram and this is the best! Cron
and Stabile display how each number has "wings," or correspondences with neighboring number types, in addition to
how each kind can function like another in strength, or retreat to a different type when unhealthy or hurting. With the
Enneagram, there can be a lot of motion, which is certainly fitting, because human personality is complex. A 5w4 Who
Will Give This A GOOD 5 Although I had already have a look at the different types and basic theory of the Enneagram for
free online and explored the exhaustively detailed Riso and Hudson text, non-e of that quite hit me just like the Road
Back to You. The Enneagram can be a useful device, and does reflect dynamics that I've seen in my own spiritual trip.
But I have generally retained a reservation based on the Enneagram, for I know the amount to which we as humans miss
scripts to live by. While some individuals may fit the grid of the Enneagram, I understand others who, correctly or not
really, may self-identify and study and conform to the character patterns they most desire.), while Stabile is a wonderful
and highly-sought speaker on everything Enneagram. The individual may not be "currently in the container" and in the
process of discovering its dimensions. Rather, the individual may construct the container, tailoring it according with
their unique longings and desires. The enneagram doesn't flatter.The Enneagram might help in the spiritual lifestyle.
And, if people self-determine, who are you to say? The writing is great and the content is arranged in a manner that
makes the device easy to understand. Direct references are scant. This specific account of the Enneagram provides very
little to say about our creation in the divine image, or the implications of sin, and how those two dynamics inform our
present human being condition or circumstance. Nods are given, but exegesis is usually absent. Further, little attention
is directed at how God in Christ provides redeemed us, and what sort of theory of human character might help us move
toward God's preferred end for us, with God's help. They provide examples of what each type looks like when healthful,
middling, or harmful, and name for every type common or besetting sins (a shadow aspect) and also "missed messages"
not received in the early years of existence that may explain specific behaviors or longings. Further, no accounts is
given, once self-understanding is obtained, for how that knowledge serves us as we are becoming remade in the image
of Christ. It is the missing crucial.you can't just go through this, it has to become a living breathing good article in your
life. It offers more than a description of your strengths.There's been a great deal of enthusiasm regarding the
Enneagram, especially among a certain strain of evangelical Christians. I'd highly recommend this! I believe humans are
irreducibly complex. I have found that the Enneagram does seem sensible of certain reasons for having me, but I really
do not really consider the Enneagram as an exhaustive accounts of how I can unlock my true self. The Enneagram could
be interesting, novel, and compelling at this historical minute. But I believe this is because we live in a world of confused
and disparate identities, with individuals searching for something to grasp for, to hold on to, to put one's faith in. not
merely does it tell me what i really do, but why i really do it, and why i occasionally do different things predicated on my
emotional and mental state. In ways, "Ben, this is a trade book!While tools just like the Enneagram might help us on the
way, We believe they can only take us up to now. Cron and Stabile have given us a starting.. It really is in Christ that we



discover our true selves, not through an improved knowledge of the Enneagram, but through communion with him.This
book is entertaining, clearly written, and more engaging than any other resource on the Enneagram that I have
encountered. The study guide is a helpful addition, written for both for individuals and for groups. Moving, humbling I
was part of several women who chose this reserve to study as our launch to the Enneagram. Each time I go through this,
I find something even more which deepens my understanding and acceptance of myself and others. My response is
simple: "How do you know?we'd be a more healthy society. Look for God first, research the Enneagram with
discernment, open the Scriptures often, and trust the Lord to lead you.. The nine character types, the spiritual paths and
exclusive views of the world of each type in addition to our connections with one another had been explored in this book
with compassion and humor. A proponent of the Enneagram may declare that this will result in a manifestation of a false
self." Nevertheless, as an IVP reference, I expect even more engagement with Scripture, and a greater amount of biblical
justification for claims found within. She actually is also the co-founder, along with her hubby, Reverend Joe Stabile, of
Lifestyle in the Trinity Ministry. You'll gain an understanding of how you operate at your best and your worst, which is
why I have a love/hate romantic relationship with the enneagram. Expect to be encouraged as you read. Loved it The
book provides a wonderful insight into finding who you are and your partner are. Lightweight The thinnest enneagram
book available."My secondary critique of the book pertains to its material as a work of evangelical reflection or
theology, and while certain claims are made by Cron and Stabile concerning both God and human nature, hardly any
appeal is made to the contents of Scripture. Based on keen observation and centuries of research, the Enneagram
conveys a means of understanding the self, both our strengths and weakness, our greatest presents and deepest fears. I
can't imagine someone coming from a different faith or no faith at all feeling "run over" by their perspective.The things
we won't face in ourselves frequently have great power over us. an interestingly different watch of personality The
Enneagram can be an interestingly different view of personality. Great tool forever and ministry! Each kind offers range
and nuance; That's all quite a stretch for a 5, even with a 4 wing. It also goes deep. I desire everybody had to understand
the Enneagram. An excellent book for growing in self-awareness and compassion for others This is an excellent
introduction to the enneagram, an ancient personality tool that you need to find out about.. But of greater help is
understanding of God. This is the place to start. A good book Very interesting nook Buy it! This is a great book if you are
involved in groups or ministry. I cannot recommend this highly enough. It's a straightforward read with depth that can
be existence changing as you work with it. Insightful Good book, interesting read, I like the premise. Even to the amount
the Enneagram can help with self-discovery, our selves aren't our accurate end.. This wasn't their task! Read this
publication and invite these gracious authors to gently invite you to a greater level of self-consciousness that can result
in greater freedom and greater compassion both for yourself and others. As a instructor of a 4 quadrant view of
individuals (generally) I found this 9 quadrant watch refreshing without being overwhelming (as the 64 Myers-Briggs
types can be). There are a number of free Enneagram evaluation out there, but I came across that getting your match by
reviewing each quadrant was better still and more accurate. Happy reading!We am a certified spiritual director and
anyone who has contemplated the self, both in my own process of self discovery and in addition in my own work
observing others mainly because a pastor. I could pick out people I know when reading some of the descriptions. It's the
one that most easily explains the Enneagram and how it could be used as a tool forever. This book functions as both
warm and friendly introductory material for newbies and a spot of meaningful reconnection and program for the
currently initiated. Also, Ian includes a fun perspective to put on for a bit plus some great jokes and stories scattered
occasionally that add so much life from what could have just been a dried out, lifeless typology manual - it's well worth
the read just for the character. But I would motivate any reader to keep an even of healthy skepticism, also to remember
that the Enneagram does not have comprehensive and exhaustive explanatory power. Its different from other tools just
like the Myers-Briggs which difference is normally what make it therefore helpful and so uncomfortable to study.
Additionally it is not the main element to the spiritual existence. What a helpful device for attaining insight to myself
and others. I love the lists at the front end of the chapters. This is a great place to begin your enneagram trip. There's
work included. Ian and Suzanne provide so much personality and compassion to their descriptions of the types - with
significant ideas for developing in spiritual/psychological health inside your type - that you begin to discover yourself



plotting methods to look after people you've now identified weren't the horrid beasts you believed they'd continually be
(including yourself). A lot of run-on sentences you probably wouldn’t notice unless you were reading out loud like I
was.There's a lot of more technical books written on the enneagram but this is probably the most accessible and
engaging book on the topic. You’ll find virtually any other book about them a lot more substantive. (In fact, most free
enneagram resources on the internet provide more insight.) Best understanding of myself I've ever read I love how
dynamic the enneagram is! The Enneagram, for some, is a salvation. I feel like i run all of my experiences through this
framework right now. While I really do see methods this tool can be helpful, I maintain my reservations. Do you want
more compassion for yourself and others? This book has been so helpful! The sections with each type and the set of
factors they do/probably like where so great. I can’t obtain enough of the book. Be prepared to squirm sometimes as you
browse descriptions of the darker aspects of your personality that are so spot on, you'll wonder if someone's crawled
within your head and downloaded a couple of things. A must read for everybody. Interesting Tool for Insight Wow! Good
starting place The more I learn the even more I realize I don’t know everything. The framework and much of this content
are taken from Stabile's years of knowledge in teaching the Enneagram, and far of what I encountered in this reserve I
had already heard in her "Know Your Number" workshop.
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